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Introduction

• Background in both Law and Computer Science

• Pursued software engineering career in the legal 

industry

• I harboured ambition to grow legal knowledge 
engineering in commercial practice

• Was not going to happen. Why?
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Methodology

• Use CommonKADS to perform feasibility study (OM-1, 

OM-2)

• Apply LKIF and normative assessment as per Valente 
and Harness (OM-3, OM-4)

• Focused on commercial transactional law. Would not be 

applicable to litigation or disputes.
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1. No matter what - I will fail to persuade!

2 & 4. LKIF would need altering to perform identified task

3. LKIF would be able to describe the legal transaction



Standardised Work Types



Susskind: Legal Product Lifecycle



LKIF applied to EMTN
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Observations

• A transaction is not said to be allowed or disallowed. 
Deontic logic was not directly relevant.

• But, legal reasoning was relevant against standardised 

best practices - lex specialis.

• Circumstances could change at any point in transaction.

• Performance most similar to the CommonKADS 
‘Propose and Revise’ task template.



Task Model: Transaction Configuration
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Transaction Plans – Lex Specialis



Transaction Plans – further example
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Future work

• More empirical work required

– Across different transaction types

– Is there a ‘Dispute Configuration’ task template?

– How should we represent risk across generic plans?

• SCRIPT - Copyright

– Apply Argumentation Schemes

– Pre-agreement intentions

– Post-agreement disputes
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